
Donk Coin (DONK)
Limited Supply RFI Value Token

Introduction

A highly focused experiment on a community driven token.

Donk Coin keeps it simple, focused on being easily exchangeable, swappable, 
transferable while rewarding all users and liquidity providers with an RFI fee that is split 
among all Donk Coin wallets on each transfer automatically.

A verified community voted future should help Donk Coin develop organically, continue 
to be used, and last long-term in the advancing crypto ecosystem. 

Core Token Mechanics

1.1% RFI fee charged and distributed automatically

Donk Lottery

User Rewards

Community Guided Future
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Adaptability

Community voting power is granted by holding Donk Coin, allowing the community to 
decide and guide the project towards the common goals created and envisioned by the 
community. The Donk Network will interface with Donkcoin.org with a custom 
decentralized application to facilitate fair voting and prove token ownership.

Hybrid DeCe control

Donk Coin is secured on the BSC (Binance Smart Chain) making Donk Coin use and 
transfers decentralized at its core. However due to the structure of the fund locks and 
tokenomics the developers retain some power to influence the future of the token 
through the website and attached networks, this makes the the token more adaptable 
for the future so we can take advantage of the various emerging markets being released 
every day in the crypto ecosystem and keep Donk Coin on the right path our community 
wants for the project.

Tokenomics

Total Supply: 7,000,000,000  

62% liquidity: 4,340,000,000 Perma locked (1 year at a time)

11% reserved and locked for developers: 770,000,000 (Locked for 1 year)

20% User reward funds/Donk Lottery: 1,400,000,000 (Partial Lock to allow for User 
Rewards/Donk Lottery payouts) 

7% Mystery Fund: 490,000,000 (Locked for community voted investments)

This leaves 89% of the tokens in the hands of the community. (100% for the first year).

Donk Lottery and User Rewards

The Donk Lottery will be paid out from the 20% User rewards/Donk lottery account. 
There is no fee to participate in the donk lottery and it will automatically be distributed to 
a random Donk wallet that has held tokens for at least 7 days or longer, and the winner 
will be able to be verified and confirmed on the Donk Network. User rewards will also be 
paid out to siginificant Donk liquidity providers in addition to the 1.1% RFI distribution. 
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Community votes will also be held to further develop user rewards.

1.1% RFI fee

For each Donk Coin "action" (buy, sell, transfer, or swap) 1.1% of the transaction 
amount is charged in Donk and automatically distributed and divided amongst all Donk 
Coin wallets. This means the longer you hold tokens the more tokens you will recieve 
and no matter how many Donk Coins you hold the fee is evenly split to reward all 
holders equally, no matter the size of your account. 

Swaps may be 2.2% total cost to the user due to the nature of how certain swap 
exchanges work. (2 total transactions are required).

Donk Network

The Donk Network will be attached to Donkcoin.org through a decentralized app 
interfacing with the website and will be used to verify Donk ownership, submit and vote 
on future community actions for the project.

Links and Resources:

Donk Coin website: Donkcoin.org

Telegram: https://t.me/coindonk

Official Twitter: https://twitter.com/coin_donk
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